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The Green Dog was also looking at Lu Yuan at the moment, and his
green eyes were filled with consternation and disbelief.

Its sharp sound as if it was scratching through the glass sounded in Lu
Yuan's mind:

"Human? Who are you?!"

The Green Dog can't believe that there is such a strong man among
the human beings on this planet? !

If such a strong man was present when the humans besieged it last
time, it would probably not even have the chance to escape! Just die!

After all, it understands that the human being in front of it has quite
powerful space capabilities. Otherwise, it would be difficult to transfer
it from its previous position to space. It has resisted, but it has lost to
this human in the space domain.

Lu Yuan heard Green Dog's words, a smile appeared on his cold face:

"I'm just an ordinary human being."

While speaking, Lu Yuan was surrounded by wisps of black mist,
which instantly spread to an area nearly a thousand kilometers in
radius. The entire space was covered by darkness, and even the
saints could hardly perceive the scene inside.

Shadow Sanctuary!

In the Shadow Sanctuary, an extremely powerful aura spilled from Lu
Yuan's body, and shadow clones appeared immediately.
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There were star dusts condensed around Lu Yuan, and his terrifying
power exploded. A little starlight flashed around his black hair, and
star patterns appeared on his forehead.

At the same time, the light behind Lu Yuan flickered, and a pair of
bright wings condensed. Six pairs of bright wings condensed behind
Lu Yuan. A golden cross appeared in his dark eyes.

The aura that had been greatly enhanced once again expanded a lot.

The body of stars and the wings of light.

Use two consecutive saint-level combat skills, all of which are
augmented combat skills. Based on the original strength of Lu Yuan,
Lu Yuan has now risen to an extremely terrifying point.

Even the green dog couldn't help but shrink his pupils at this moment,
watching Lu Yuan with caution and solemnity.

In the shadow realm, it is difficult to perceive the outside world if the
warlord level is strong, but as a holy-level alienated beast, it has
peculiar abilities coupled with incomparable power, although its
perception ability is greatly reduced, But it is still enough to perceive
an area of   hundreds of kilometers in radius.

And Lu Yuan's powerful aura, even if it is hundreds of kilometers away,
to the holy rank alienated beast, it still looks like the sun suddenly
appearing in the dark night, not to mention Lu Yuan is still within the
range of perception.

This powerful breath made the Green Dog even feel a serious threat.

The green dog's spiritual power surged around his body, and wisps of
green mist spilled out, touching the surrounding darkness, making a
sneer of corrosion.

The green mist is corroding the darkness.



However, although the darkness is constantly being corroded, new
dark power is continuously revealed from the void, filling the
corroded area endlessly.

The next moment, the space of the green dog is distorted, intending
to use the power of space to move.

However, the space around it calmed down as soon as it was
distorted, and the land edge in the distance used its spatial ability,
making it impossible for the green dog to travel through the space.

The Green Dog glanced at Lu Yuan, split the corners of his mouth,
showing a cold and ferocious expression.

It screamed, turned into a ball of green light, and disappeared in
place. Corrosive sounds sounded everywhere in the dark sanctuary,
and the green dog rushed towards Luyuan.

At this moment, in the dark sanctuary, a series of dark avatars
flashing with stardust condensed and turned into afterimages,
surrounded by green dogs, a series of sword lights flashed, and they
slashed at the green dog. .

There are hundreds of sword lights appearing at the same time.
Although the power is not as good as Lu Yuan itself, if it is just a sword
light, it would be difficult for the green dog to react, but there are too
many.

Quantity change is enough to cause qualitative change.

The Green Dog felt a deadly threat, even when he faced Lu Yuan
himself.

It screamed, and the green fog surging crazily around its body formed
a green shield of light. At the same time, its body flickered, avoiding
sword lights.



There are so many sword lights that it is difficult to completely avoid
it, but the remaining sword lights can't break the green light shield,
only leaving a small trace on the light shield.

Lu Yuan saw in his eyes, without the slightest surprise. If this green
dog was really so easy to deal with, it would not have put such a
heavy pressure on Lu Yuan.

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly had a green mist over his body.
The golden light on the surface of his body fluctuated violently, and
the wings behind him became a lot dim.

Lu Yuan snorted, his chest felt a little boring, and his face turned pale.

He felt a trace of weakness.

Lu Yuan raised his head and glanced at the green dog with green light
in his eyes. Will it curse?

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly, even the Bright Wing, which can
resist the curse, dimmed a little, and even had a slight impact on him.

Obviously this curse is extremely powerful. If there is no Bright Wing,
Lu Yuan might be seriously injured.

Lu Yuan raised the corners of his mouth, showing a slight smile.

There was a circle of gray light in his eyes that flashed with golden
crosses.

The Hand of Death.

An invisible hand suddenly appeared on the head of the green dog
avoiding the attack of the shadow clone, and scratched it in the void.

The next moment, the green dog shook his body and uttered a
slightly painful scream. His breath suddenly became weaker. At the
same time, his speed actually slowed down a bit, and he was caught
off guard by the shadows. The avatar hit repeatedly, the green shield
shattered, and the sword light fell on the green dog. Amid the harsh



humming sound, blood stains appeared on the green dog's body, and
strands of green blood spilled out and corroded. There was a lot of
darkness.

The green mist surged around the green dog, and the wound quickly
recovered. In a short moment, it almost completely recovered.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes, and a cold color appeared in his eyes.

This recovery ability is faster than he thought. Why haven't I heard
that this green dog has such a strong recovery ability before?

Lu Yuan guessed that the strength of this alienated fierce beast has
improved compared to before, so it has this powerful recovery ability.

While he ordered the shadow clone to attack the green dog, he took
out a spiritual crystal to absorb and replenish his spiritual power.

As a war emperor, he used four powerful sacred combat skills at the
same time, even if he was Lu Yuan, it would be quite expensive.

Although it would not be exhausted so quickly, considering that there
may be a protracted battle, Lu Yuan did not intend to let his spiritual
power fall into an unsafe area.

After absorbing the spiritual power in the spirit crystal, Lu Yuan
squinted his eyes, a silver-white light appeared on his body, and six
silver-white metals appeared in his body together.

That is the floating cannon. Lu Yuan created the floating cannon
through the mechanical manufacturing ability of the mechanical saint.
The floating cannon built by Lu Yuan can reach the level of the
sixth-order imperial level. Because it is genetically armed, Lu Yuan
can directly bless it, and then evolve to it. Holy.

Six floating cannons are a set, which is only equivalent to a holy-level
genetic weapon. With Lu Yuan's current strength, it is not impossible
to bless it.



After the silver-white floating gun appeared, the dark pupils in Lu
Yuan's eyes seemed to have turned into black iron gears, and the
gears slowly turned, and there were also phantom gears outside the
white wings behind Lu Yuan.

The mechanical strengthening ability of the mechanical saint.

This is the strengthening of Lu Yuan's full strength.

A ray of gray iron-colored light shot into the floating cannon, and a
gray ray flashed on the floating cannon, the muzzle surged, and there
was a strong and incomparable aura.

Originally, only six floating cannons combined can reach the holy
level, but now, the condensed ability of just one floating cannon can
reach the holy level, and the power is even stronger than the attack
of the shadow clone.

Lu Yuan's mind moved, and the floating cannon shot out a silver-gray
psychic cannon.

The terrifying psychic cannon distorted the space almost instantly,
and landed on the recondensed light shield of the green dog evading
the attack.

Boom boom boom boom boom! !

A roar sounded, and a terrifying aftermath raged. Almost instantly,
the green light shield showed obvious cracks and then shattered.

The strong reaction force directly stopped the green dog's dodge
action, and then the green dog was submerged by countless sword
lights, and the scream that seemed to pass through the glass
sounded again.

Soon, a green light flashed by, and the green dog flew out of the
suppression that was besieged by the shadow clone. Compared with
the previous one, there were more scary wounds on its body.



The green mist surged, and the green dog's wound slowly recovered.

The green dog looked at Lu Yuan with a sly look in his eyes, with a
cold expression in his eyes, and let out a terrifying scream.

The screams turned into sound waves, and the shadow clone that had
been besieged by the green dog once again collapsed directly under
the sound waves. Lu Yuan's brain was also white, and he felt a wisp of
blood flowing from the seven orifices, his face was pale, and his face
was extremely painful.

The next moment, Lu Yuan felt the evil aura coming from behind him,
the space around him fluctuated, and he planned to use the space to
move away.

However, Lu Yuan found that the space was more repellent to him
than before.

The interference of this alienated beast?

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank. Although the space ability of Alienating
Beasts was not as good as Lu Yuan's, some interference was still
possible.

Lu Yuan almost didn't even think about it, his body turned into an
afterimage, and he hid to one side.

Disturbed space movement no longer has actual combat value in this
level of combat.

Just the time to open the space is enough to let the other party be
torn apart by you several times.

Lu Yuan naturally wouldn't stand there stupidly to make people
shred.

Even if Lu Yuan reacted in the first time, it was still a little late. A fierce
claw struck the Lu Yuan War Armor. Although Lu Yuan's defensive
ability was extremely powerful, it could not completely resist the
attack. Cracks appeared on it, and blood slowly spilled out.



At the wound, a trace of corrosive green mist slowly spread, making
Lu Yuan feel extremely painful.

His figure retreated extremely quickly, glanced at the wound on his
arm, the power of light surged, and the green mist dissipated, and
then the gift of life ran, and the injury was restored in the first time.

At this moment, the green dog has rushed towards Lu Yuan again.
After knowing that Lu Yuan can create a large number of clones, the
green dog will naturally not be dragged by the clones stupidly, but
choose to deal directly with the body.

The green dog's paws directly patted Luyuan's head this time, and
the green mist above surged, and the extremely powerful force even
caused cracks in the space.

Lu Yuan's face was cold, he clenched the epee tightly, and Hei
Gangjin used it, with stardust light and white light on the epee. The
two lights blended and converged, as if compressed.

The next moment, Lu Yuan slashed towards the Green Dog.

The compression force suddenly exploded and collided with the seeds
of the green dog.

Boom! !

The roar sounded, and the bodies of the green dog and Lu Yuan flew
out at the same time.

The cold eyes of the green dog are full of incredible expressions. This
human being is just a war emperor. It can be counted as the power
level of this universe. It can be said that it is a Saint-level powerhouse,
and it is almost the same as him? !

Just when the green dog was shocked, there were once more shadow
clones all over its body, and they rushed towards the green dog.



The green dog's face changed drastically, and he screamed: "Damn
it!"

Finally, there was a chance to solve the main body. I didn't expect the
main body strength to be stronger than it thought. Now the clone
appeared again, and it fell into a passive situation again.

And Lu Yuan flew out, his hands were a little numb, but his
movements did not stop, he continued to condense shadow clones,
and at the same time, his body disappeared in the space and
appeared behind the green dog.

Space moves!

Without the interference of the Green Dog, the spatial movement of
Luyuan returned to its original level.

His body appeared behind the Green Dog, and a Beng Tian Slash
containing the power of stars and light slashed towards the Green
Dog's neck.

When Beng Tianzhan approached, the green dog screamed again.

All the avatars were broken for the first time, Lu Yuan snorted, and
felt the extremely intense pain again ~www.mtlnovel.com~ his face
turned pale.

When the green dog saw this, he grinned with a smirk, this human
being was tricked!

It swung its paws at Landing Yuan's head again.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's body, who was originally pale, suddenly
disappeared, and what remained at Lu Yuan's original location was a
shadow clone.

The green dog’s paw slapped the shadow clone, smashing the
shadow clone to pieces. At the same time, the space behind the green
dog was distorted, Lu Yuan’s body appeared again, and the heavy



sword in his hand flashed with condensed light towards the green.
The dog severely chopped down.

Feeling the deadly threat coming from behind, the green dog's pupils
shrank, and it was a bit difficult to understand why this human
became a shadow clone, but it had no time to think about it. The
green mist surged around him, forming a light shield that wanted to
resist the land edge. attack.

Boom! !

The heavy sword slashed on the light shield, a roar sounded, cracks
appeared in the light shield, and the green mist surged towards Lu
Yuan, but it was scattered by the light of Lu Yuan's body.

Soon the light shield shattered, and the heavy sword fell on the green
dog's body, the hideous wound appeared, and the green dog's body
turned into a cloud of green mucus and disappeared.

The remaining mucus covered Lu Yuan. Lu Yuan felt the danger, his
pupils shrank, and his body retreated suddenly.

He looked at the green dog emerging in the distance, and a huge
wound appeared on the back of the green dog that almost split its
body in half.
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